The Cover Art Of Blue Note Records The Collection Autorisierte Englische Sonderausgabef With A Foreword By Graham Marsh And Glyn Callingham By Graham Marsh

BLUE NOTE RECORDS
MAY 24TH, 2020 - BLUE NOTE RECORDS IS AN AMERICAN JAZZ RECORD LABEL
OWNED BY UNIVERSAL MUSIC GROUP AND OPERATED UNDER CAPITOL MUSIC
GROUP ESTABLISHED IN 1939 BY ALFRED LION AND MAX MARGULIS IT DERIVED ITS
NAME FROM THE BLUE NOTES OF JAZZ AND THE BLUES ORIGINALLY DEDICATED TO
RECORDING TRADITIONAL JAZZ AND SMALL GROUP SWING THE LABEL SWITCHED
ITS ATTENTION TO MODERN JAZZ AROUND 1947

CHAPTER 72 A HISTORY OF RECORD COVERS GUITY NOVIN
MAY 25TH, 2020 - BLUE NOTE THE ALBUM COVER ART CHRONICLE BOOKS 1991 1000
RECORD COVERS MICHAEL OCHS TASCHEPUBLICATIONS 2005 ALEX STEINWEISS
AND OTHER ARTISTS AND DESIGNERS THE REMINGTON PAGE ALEX STEINWEISS THE
STORY OF THE WORLD S FIRST RECORD SLEEVE ARTIST THE VINYL FACTORY THE
BLUES ALBUM COVER ART CHRONICLE BOOKS 1996

The album cover art of blue note records imagens

May 22nd, 2020 - the album cover art of blue note records this hub page is a fantastic photo log that explores three decades of album cover art and design of the modern jazz label blue note records vinyl lp vinyl records miles davis lps blue note jazz famous album covers classic album

covers francis Wolff jazz club,

American jazz album covers in the 1950s and 1960s
May 26th, 2020 - like the art directors at prestige and blue note bacon also featured photographs of the musicians but he often approached the covers in the spirit of a magazine art director frequently devising unusual photographic setups for the musicians or else surrounding the portrait photographs with colored shapes or typography fig 25

Customer reviews the cover art of blue note
November 22nd, 2019 - this is a must for anyone who loves the stunning and historical cover art of one of jazz most legendary labels blue note there are literally hundreds of covers from some of the most acclaimed albums blue note ever released and if you're anything like me you
I'll spend hours just flicking through it and feasting your eyes on the work of seminal designer Reid Miles Blue Note stalwart and "Glyn Callingham Author Of The Cover Art Of Blue Note Records".

May 17th, 2020 - Glyn Callingham Is The Author Of The Cover Art Of Blue Note Records Vol 2 4.63 Avg Rating 19 Ratings 1 Review Published 1997 Coast To Coast Album

BLUE NOTE RECORDS

MAY 23RD, 2020 - EXAMPLES OF FONTS IN USE TAGGED WITH BLUE NOTE RECORDS BLUE NOTE FESTIVAL 2019

FAKEPAPER CONTRIBUTED BY FAKEPAPER SPONSOR A SWINGIN AFFAIR BY DEXTER GORDON 1962 THE AFRICAN BEAT BY ART BLAKEY AND THE AFRO DRUM ENSEMBLE 1962 REID MILES CONTRIBUTED BY MARTIN LAVIELLE,

'the cover art of blue note records 9783283012823 books
May 21st, 2020 - the cover art of blue note records is graham marsh and glyn callingham's classic collection of the finest record sleeves produced by the celebrated blue note record label this hard cover edition is the complete compilation of the original volumes published nearly two decades ago'

'the Cover Art Of Blue Note Records The Collection
March 20th, 2020 - General Note First Published In The United Kingdom As The Cover Art Of Blue Note Records In 1991 And The Cover Art Of Blue Note Records Volume 2 In 1997 T P Verso Contributor Callingham Glyn'

'blue note the album cover art by graham marsh
May 14th, 2020 - the album covers collected in this comprehensive volume under the well known blue note record label embody classic design and pioneering typography two hundred color photographs of the album sleeves an informative history of the blue note record music lovers have been attracted to the distinct style and sleek sound of jazz since its birth at the turn of the century'

'cover Art Musicbrainz
May 18th, 2020 - Deluxe Version Format Cd Year 2018 Labels Blue Note B002913602 British Grove Records B002913602 Barcode 602567940425 Release Down The Road Wherever By Mark Knopfler Cover Art Musicbrainz'

'lpcover lover blue note
May 12th, 2020 - the thing to do blue mitchell with junior cook chick corea gene taylor and al foster blue note records 4178 1964 what a beautiful cover classic blue note aesthetic the running type the cropping the elegant light and a monochromatic blue help capture the expression of the music in mitchell's taut hands'
'the cover art of blue note records the collection marsh
May 17th, 2020 - the cover art of blue note records is graham marsh and glyn callingham s classic collection of the finest record sleeves produced by the celebrated blue note record label this hard cover edition is the plete pilation of the original volumes published nearly two decades ago'

'blue note records the biography npr
May 20th, 2020 - blue note the uniquely american jazz label was formed by german immigrants who loved the music form and wanted to tell the world about it in blue note records the biography author richard'

'blue note review volume two
May 22nd, 2020 - the foundation of each blue note review is the music each volume will contain a collection of new recordings from the finest musicians in jazz plus timeless treasures from the blue note vaults blue note review aims to provide the ultimate jazz experience a physical extension of the endurably hip blue note aesthetic to adorn the ears eyes and mind"THE ART OF LEGENDARY JAZZ LABEL BLUE NOTE RECORDS UDISCOVER
MAY 22ND, 2020 - THERE ARE A COUPLE OF BOOKS THE COVER ART OF BLUENOTE RECORDS THE COLLECTION THE FIRST VOLUME COVER WAS IN PALE BLUE AND THE 2ND WAS IN RED ALBUM SIZE TOO CHECK ON THE WEBSITE OR'

'blue note label releases discogs
May 21st, 2020 - blue note is a label that is mostly known for its releases in the jazz genre label code lc 0133 lc 00133 flagship label of blue note records a record pany from new york founded by alfred lion and max margulis in 1939 the label focused on jazz and built an important catalogue of traditional jazz and swing recordings through the 1940s'

'blue note typography fonts and typesetting
May 21st, 2020 - the detail of blue note label printing by liberty continues at the end of this section fontography blue note cover design reid miles blue note covers elevated fonts to an essential part of cover design integrating large blocks of text with carefully cropped or enlarged photo of the artist by francis wolff'

'graham marsh used books rare books and new books
May 16th, 2020 - the cover art of blue note records v 1 isbn 9781855850965 978 1 85585 096 5 softcover chrysalis books 1991 the cover art of blue note records vol 1 by graham marsh glyn callingham felix"blue Note Album Cover Art The Ultimate Collection
March 8th, 2020 - Blue Note Album Cover Art The Ultimate Collection Nora Brown Loading My
**Blue Note Records Collection Duration 7 39 Tyler Apple 1 178 Views 7 39 Cozy Warm Jazz**
discount off the cover art of blue note records by
April 26th, 2020 - the cover art of blue note records full detail book author graham marsh pages 240 pages publisher collins amp brown 2010 09 06 language english isbn 10 1843405997 isbn 13 9781843405993

The Cover Art Of Blue Note Records Co Uk Marsh
May 19th, 2020 - The Cover Art Of Blue Note Records Is Graham Marsh And Glyn Callingham S Classic Collection Of The Finest Record Sleeves Produced By The Celebrated Blue Note Record Label This Hard Cover Edition Is The Plete Pilation Of The Original Volumes Published Nearly Two Decades Ago'

' BEST JAZZ ALBUMS OUR TOTALLY SUBJECTIVE TOP 100 BRITISH GQ
MAY 27TH, 2020 - THE 100 BEST JAZZ ALBUMS YOU NEED IN YOUR OVER DESIGNER BRITAIN AND WHEN EVERY STYLE

MAGAZINE AND BEER AD SEEMED TO LOOK LIKE A BLUE NOTE ALBUM COVER OF BLUE NOTE RECORDS

The Greatest Album Covers Of Jazz
May 5th, 2020 - Blue Note Captured The Refined Sophistication Of Jazz During The Early 60s Giving It Its Signature Look In The Process Follow Vox Earworm On Facebook For M

blue Note Records The Album Cover Art By Graham Marsh And

April 15th, 2020 - Recent Classifieds For Sale Bel Canto Sep 2 Preamp For Sale Linnenberg Satie Dac For Sale Mcintosh 1900 Receiver With Walnut Case Best Offer For Magnepan Tympani 1 Magneplanar Loud Speakers Plete Set Of 6,

'the album cover art of blue note records with images
May 15th, 2020 - may 3 2015 this hub page is a fantastic photo log that explores three decades of album cover art and design of the modern jazz label blue note records'

'blue Note Records

'LEGENDARY GEE BRAITH PERFORMS LIVE TONIGHT 9P 12A
MAY 10TH, 2020 - NOV 17 2014 LEGENDARY GEE BRAITH PERFORMS LIVE TONIGHT 9P 12A BRAITHPHONE'

'GRAHAM MARSH GLYN CALLINGHAM THE COVER ART OF BLUE
MAY 8TH, 2020 - GRAHAM MARSH GLYN CALLINGHAM THE COVER ART OF BLUE NOTE RECORDS THE COLLECTION GÜNSTIG ONLINE KAUFEN BEI HHV VERSANDKOSTENFREI BESTELLEN AB 80 BUY GRAHAM MARSH GLYN CALLINGHAM THE COVER ART OF BLUE NOTE RECORDS THE COLLECTION AT GREAT PRICES AND VARIETY ONLINE HHV WORLDWIDE SHIPPING'

'customize 4 860 album cover art templates postermywall
May 27th, 2020 - create amazing album cover art customize easy to use templates that look great on itunes cd baby reverbnation loudr and
May 23rd, 2020—blue note 1500 series defining the hard bop style of new york blue note started the 12 lp era in mid 1950s with some trad jazz albums but then launched the legendary 1500 modern jazz series red miles took over as the label s art director and he defined a style that came to be associated with new york hard bop the first gem in the 1500 series is miles davis 1501 and the last is bennie'

April 26th, 2020 - With Over 400 Of The Best Covers In The Record Label S History Lt I Gt The Cover Art Of Blue Note Records Lt I Gt Is An Essential Collection For Every Jazz Fan This New Edition Gathers The Entirety Of The Two Original Volumes Published Nearly Two Decades Ago Every Cover Essay And Photo Is Included Record Art For Such Iconic Musicians As Herbie Hancock Thelonious Monk Miles Davis John Coltrane'

May 22nd, 2020 - blue note jazz men with wild bill davidson vol 2 sidney bechet'

September 22nd, 2019—freddie hubbard burst upon the scene with his assured debut album open sesame 1960 hear the title track on our new playlist page one blue note'

May 9th, 2020 - reid miles blue note records album cover for jutta hipp with zoot sims 1957 lithograph 12 x 12 30 5 x 30 5 cm mittee on architecture and design funds 822 2014 architecture and design'


may 13th, 2020 - find many great new amp used options and get the best deals for the cover art of blue note records v 2 paperback may 1

1997 at the best online prices at ebay free shipping for many products,

May 20th, 2020 - starting in 2014 blue note embarked on a 75th anniversary vinyl initiative to re issue 100 classic titles on vinyl identified by the 20xx blue note records along outer edge on right side of label and 150 5th avenue address on back cover beautiful reproductions of original artwork and labels
ARTWORKS
MAY 26TH, 2020 - WHEN IT CAME TO JAZZ ALBUM COVERS BLUE NOTE WAS UNEQUIVOCALLY THE MARKET LEADER IN THE 50S AND 60S IN ITS DEDICATION TO EXCELLENCE IN EVERY ASPECT OF RECORD MAKING THE LABEL S PACKAGING'

'BLUE NOTE RECORDS PLETE GUIDE TO THE BLUE NOTE LABELS
MAY 23RD, 2020 - LONDONJAZZCOLLECTOR BLUE NOTE CHEAT SHEET FRAME CONSTRUCTION THE PAPER FROM THE BACK SLEEVE FOLDS AROUND THE COVER AND APPEARS IN FRONT UNDER THE UNLAMINATED COVER ART PAPER 47W63RD LABELS NO INC OR R BOTH SIDES BUT THE COVER IS BLUE NOTE RECORDS INC HENCE COVER MANUFACTURED SOMEWHERE BETWEEN END 59 TO 1961'
'release the plete blue note ua roulette recordings April 28th, 2020 - format 3 cd year 1997 label mosaic records cover art we do not currently have any cover art for the plete blue note ua roulette recordings log in to upload cover art'

'blue note 75 years of the coolest visuals in jazz music
May 21st, 2020 - blue note advanced its mitment to the 60s avant garde and reid miles s cover nailed matters again in catching the scalding moment to moment intensity of pianist cecil taylor s music'
'BLUE NOTE RECORDS THE TEN ESSENTIAL ALBUMS
MAY 21ST, 2020 - NEXT YOU HAVE TWO BLUE NOTE LEGENDS IN JACKIE MCLEAN AND PAUL CHAMBERS PLAYING ALONGSIDE HIM THEN THERE IS THE PRESENCE OF THE CRIMINALLY UNDER APPRECIATED ART FARMER ON TRUMPET MAKING A RARE APPEARANCE ON A BLUE NOTE SESSION FINALLY THE STUNNING COVER ART RANKS AS ONE OF REID MILES FINEST FOR THE LABEL

LABELS recovering and discovering album cover artists and
May 20th, 2020 - in the us artists such as alex steinweiss and jim flora at columbia records fran scott at impulse records reid miles at blue note records as well as alvin lustig andy warhol ben shahn and bob cato contributed to the early art of album cover design,

'blue note records discography
May 26th, 2020 - this is the discography of blue note records the american jazz record label most of the records were studio recordings produced by alfred lion or francis wolff the two main series were 1500 which ran from 1955 to 1958 and 4000 which ran c 1958 to 1972 the bn la series followed during the 1970s this series contained many pilations and reissues in addition to new studio albums'

'the jazzy blue notes of reid miles retinart
May 7th, 2020 - for me the latest person whose name caused me to happily hit the dirt is reid miles an amazing modernist designer who designed over 500 lp covers for blue note records through the 1950 s and 60 s blue note records blue note records was known for their selection of artists whom they treated with a surprising amount of respect rather"

'iconic work of reid miles viljami salminen
May 20th, 2020 - reid miles was an american modernist designer a genius of his time best known for his work for blue note records through the 1950 s and 60 s during this period he designed almost 500 record covers for the label this article is a tribute to miles who s work contin ues to inspire me and many others

'100 essential jazz albums the new yorker
May 27th, 2020 - lonnie tristano and warne marsh intuition blue note 1996 tracks recorded 1949 and 1956 miles davis the plete birth of the cool blue note 1998 tracks recorded 1948 50'

'blue note launches new series of blue note records
May 21st, 2020 - in honor of blue note records 80th anniversary in 2019 the legendary jazz label has launched a new series of limited edition wall art that celebrates the iconic imagery of blue note s classic era for the first time ever blue note is offering archival quality framed canvas prints in dynamic scale 22 x22 32 x32 42 x42 that present the legendary album cover,